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Thread is an important part of any quilt. What type of thread do you use? Cotton, cotton
covered polyester, polyester, rayon, high sheen poly, metallic, embroidery threads? Why do
you use these threads? Every quilter has their own reasons. This article is not to help you
decide what type of thread to use, but rather, to give you some guidelines for charging your
customer for the threads you DO use.

As a longarm quilter one of my daily challenges is determining what to charge my customers
for the thread used in their projects. Many professional quilters do not charge for thread
because they don’t know WHAT to charge for the thread.

I have tried many different approaches to find an accurate price for the threads that I have
used. Here is the system I use to figure out how much I need to charge to recover the cost of
the thread used.

Let’s use the illustration of a 3,000-yard cone of A& E Signature, machine quilting thread. This
thread is readily available at most sewing wholesale supply houses. I bought a cone of this
thread at the wholesale price of $6.50 (retail price $12.95). I want to break this price down to
its smallest workable unit, which is yards. So, $6.50 divided by 3,000 = .00217. This is what
one yard of thread costs wholesale.

Now you have to figure out how much thread you use in an individual quilt. This is easy to do
by keeping count of your bobbins. But, you have to find out how much thread is on your
bobbin. To do this, wind a bobbin as you normally do, with the particular thread you want to
use. Unwind the bobbin and measure the thread with a yardstick to find out how many yards
of thread are on your bobbin. (YES, you REALLY need to do this!) Each machine is slightly
different so the number of yards on your bobbin may be slightly different than the bobbin from
another machine. If you have multiple machines with different size bobbins you will have to
measure each different bobbin. This measurement will give you a basic number to use in your
calculations. When you are working on a quilt, simply keep track of the number of bobbins you
use. It is also assumed that you will be using an EQUAL amount of thread on the top of the
quilt.

Let’s work this into a real example.

Example # 1 - Your customer brings you a Queen Size quilt to finish. You use white, A&E
Signature 100% cotton, machine quilting thread in the bobbin and the same thread on the top
of the quilt. You use eight bobbins to finish this quilt. Each bobbin holds 65 yards of this
thread.

Eight bobbins x 65 yards (per bobbin) = 520 yards. Multiply this by two to account for the top
thread. So, 520 times two = 1040 yards needed to finish the quilt. Now multiply the thread
yardage by the cost per yard: 1040 yards times .00217 (cost per yard) = $2.26. This is how
much it cost you, wholesale, for the thread that you used in this particular quilt.
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To find the actual retail price for your thread, multiply the wholesale cost (.00217) x two, which
now equals .00432 cents per yard.

When a customer calls for an estimate on how much the quilting would cost for their quilt, and I
tell them I do have a thread charge. It is very awkward to say “My thread charge is .00432
cents per yard.” I round this number (.00432) up to the next highest whole number which is 1.
Therefore, my thread charge for Signature, 100% cotton thread, solid colors is 1 cent per yard.
My customer understands 1 cent, they understand 1 yard, and they think they are getting a
great deal on their thread!

Here is another way to look at this. A cone of Signature 100% cotton, solid color thread has
3,000 yards on it. At 1 cent per yard, when the thread on the cone is completely used up, you
will have made a gross total of $30 on that cone of thread. If you subtract the wholesale cost of
the thread ($6.50) from the gross total of $30, that leaves you with a net profit of $23.50 -
which is 3 times the original cost of the thread! I like these kinds of numbers!!

Going back to Example #1, that quilt that used 1040 yards of thread. At 1 cent per yard, I
would charge my customer $10.40 for thread. Which, in my opinion, is not an unreasonable
amount to charge for a Queen Size quilt.

Example # 2 - On this quilt I will use metallic thread on the top and a high sheen polyester
thread in the bobbin. This time I used only five bobbins to finish the quilt. High sheen polyester
thread is thinner than cotton thread and you will get more thread on the bobbin than with
cotton. You will need to re-measure your bobbin thread to get new numbers for your
calculations.

Here are the numbers for this quilt. Each bobbin full of high sheen poly thread has 95 yards.
Five bobbins at 95 yards equals 475 yards of thread for this quilt for the bobbin and 475 yards
of thread for the top.

The metallic thread you are using, Heavy Metal by Madeira, has 3300 yards on a cone at a
wholesale price of $19.55, or .00592 per yard. The actual retail price (.00592 x 2) would be
.01184, which I would round up to .015 (1½ cents per yard). For this example the 475 yards of
thread would equal $7.12. This may seem like a lot, but it IS metallic thread!

Just for fun, let’s do the math - at 3300 yards on the cone of Heavy Metal thread x .015 cents
per yard = $49.50 minus $19.55 (wholesale cost) = $29.95 profit, which is $$$ in your pocket!

The bobbin thread you’re using, Madeira High Sheen Poly, has 5500 yards on a cone at a
wholesale price of $6.95 or .00126 per yard. Retail price would be .00252 per yard. Again, to
make things easy, I would round this price up to 1 cent per yard. So for the 475 yards of
thread used in this example, I would charge my customer $4.75.

Again, just for fun - 5500 yards per cone, x 1 cent per yard = $55. Less wholesale $6.50 =
$48.50 profit!!
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When I would write up my customer worksheet after the quilt is completed it may look
something like this -

Calculating the Cost of Thread

The numbers and calculations from these examples will give you approximate amounts of
thread used per quilt. Obviously, if I have a lot of thread breakage, I will probably use more
top thread than bobbin thread in the project. If I start a bobbin, but not finish it, I count it as a
full bobbin for my calculations. When I use a bobbin that is already started in a new quilt, if
the bobbin is more than half full, I will charge it as a full bobbin. But if it is less than half full, I
will not count it at all.

If you use pre-wound bobbins you would the same math. Find out how many yards are on the
bobbin (I would take the word of the manufacturer) divide it into the wholesale price of a
bobbin for the wholesale cost per yard. Then multiply x 2 for the actual retail price, then round
this number UP for “your” price. Calculate the top thread yardage and calculate each thread
cost individually.

I encourage you, if nothing else just for fun, to keep track of the thread used in your customer
quilts for one month. See how much thread you are actually using and calculate how much it
costs you at a wholesale level, an actual retails level and at “your” level. It will be interesting to
see how much you could / can make as “extra” income for your machine quilting business.

If you would like to share your results of this test with me, please send me the details in an
email to LongarmU@aol.com

If you have any comments about this article, please contact me.

Thread Charges Amount Cost Total

Top - Heavy Metal Metallic Thread 475 yards .015 per yard $7.12

Bobbin - High Sheen Poly Thread 475 yards .01 per yard 4.75

$11.87Thread Total


